NATIONAL BANKRUPTCY FILE

Universe 21,278,964

BEBdata leads the market with over 40 years of in-depth experience and knowledge of
Bankruptcy list compilation and data. Bankruptcy is our specialty and we are experts. We
have been compiling our database for over 10 years and our knowledge of the industry,
coupled with our in-depth understanding of the data, ensures our clients' they are getting
exactly what they want. Our commitment to ensure each transaction is unique and valuable
for our clients' transfers directly to their goals and bottom line.

About our file: Currently our database holds over 21 million records and offers a wide
scope of relevant information such as:
• Case number
• Chapter
• Discharge or Dismissal
• Filing date or status
All of our data is standardized, CASS Certified, DPV coded and an NCOA (National
Change of Address) is run as data is gathered prior to submission to our master
database.

Flexibility: We are a nimble company. Our size allows for quick response and affords
us greater flexibility to create customized products specific to our clients needs.

Products

Marketing List
Our bankruptcy file provides robust and comprehensive data including the most current data available combined with a rich
history as our records date back to 2002. Filing dates Dismissals  Discharges Chapter 7 & 13
Lightning fast count system available 24 hours - 7 days a week

Online Suppression Tool
Basic BK Suppression allows you to identify and eliminate unwanted records making your campaigns more cost effective.
Match records by Last Name/Address or match by First Name/Last Name/Address. Available 24/7 because it's online! Ask
about our custom BK Suppressions that allow you to dive deeper with additional suppression filters.

Private Label Storefronts
Allows you to offer your clients our BK Database and count system using your company brand through your website. These
sites are branded to match your company's look & feel. Project your global brand while giving your clients expanded list
services.

